MARINE ASSAULT BREACHER KIT

**Overview:** The Marine Assault Breacher Kit (MABK) is used for small-scale tactical obstacle clearance and forcible entry into structures during specialized raid or reconnaissance operations in rural, urban, and maritime operational scenarios.

**Features:** Multiple

**Components:** N/A

**Concept of Distribution:** Organic to active and reserve Marine reconnaissance battalions, force reconnaissance companies, and Marine Raider regiments and battalions

**Fielding Status:** Fielded

**Requirements Document:** Operational Requirements Document (ORD) for Close Quarters Battle Equipment (CQBE) (LOG 42.15), dated 06 May 1997

**Training:** N/A

**Manuals:** SL-3-09687B 123 096870 00

**Supply/Logistics:**

Nomenclature: MARINE BREACHER KIT
ID No: 09687C
NSN: 4240-01-641-8173
SAC: 3
AAC: A
IED: 1 Dec 2028

**Contact Information:** PM_ICE@usmc.mil
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